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**TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION**

*education - students *perceptions *tourism and employment *North-East Asia

**College students’ perception of tourism careers in China: implications for the industry and education providers** / Suosheng Wang, Xiang Huang // Journal of human resources in hospitality and tourism. Vol. 13 (2014), No. 3, 211-233

*education and human resources *education - plans and programs *education - students *motivations *France


*education and human resources *education - plans and programs *education - teaching faculty *education - students *North-East Asia


*education and human resources *education - plans and programs *education - teaching faculty *education - students *North America


*education and human resources *education - plans and programs *tourism and employment *North America

**Preparing students to fit within the hospitality industry culture: does the educational background make a difference?** / Mary E. Dawson-ert // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism: the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 14 (2014), No. 1, 53-68
The information technology (IT) skills of hospitality school graduates as perceived by hospitality professionals / Anil Bilgihan ... [et al.] // Journal of teaching in travel & tourism: the official journal of ISTTE - International Society of Travel and Tourism Educators. Vol. 14 (2014), No. 4, 321-342


Why do Asian students go to Swiss hotel schools?


An analysis of gendered employment in the Portuguese tourism sector / Ines Carvalho ... [et al.] // Journal of human resources in hospitality and tourism. Vol. 13 (2014), No. 4, 405-429


Senior managers' perceptions of shared leadership in the hospitality industry in a small island developing state / Akhentoolove Corbin, Philmore Alleyne // Journal of human resources in hospitality and tourism. Vol. 13 (2014), No. 4, 350-370

Egzegesis and myths as methodologies of research in tourism / Maximiliano Emanuel Korstanje // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 25 (2014), No. 2, 299-301


Customer satisfaction with Korean restaurants in Australia and their role as ambassadors for tourism marketing / Kye-Hong Min, Timothy Jeongyolee Lee // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 493-506


Assessment of service quality in the hotel industry / Hung-Che Wu, Yong Jae Ko // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 14 (2013), No. 3-4, 218-244

The importance of employee hospitality and perceived price in the hotel industry / Kemal Gurkan Kucuğerin, Bekir Bora Dedegoğlu // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 25 (2014), No. 2, 254-267


The importance of employee hospitability and perceived price in the hotel industry / Kemal Gurkan Kucuğerin, Bekir Bora Dedegoğlu // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 25 (2014), No. 2, 254-267


Assessment of service quality in the hotel industry / Hung-Che Wu, Yong Jae Ko // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 14 (2013), No. 3-4, 218-244

The importance of employee hospitability and perceived price in the hotel industry / Kemal Gurkan Kucuğerin, Bekir Bora Dedegoğlu // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 25 (2014), No. 2, 254-267


Assessment of service quality in the hotel industry / Hung-Che Wu, Yong Jae Ko // Journal of quality assurance in hospitality & tourism. Vol. 14 (2013), No. 3-4, 218-244


The role of service quality, perceived value, and relationship quality in enhancing customer loyalty in the travel agency sector / Ivan Ka Wai Lai // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 417-442


Managing trade contacts in HotRest intermediate markets: a resource-based view analysis in EU countries / Maurizio Droli ... [et al.] // Tourism economics: the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 20 (2014), No. 4, 757-778


A total requirements view of a tourism and hospitality market is more accurate than traditional location quotients / J. Reid Cummings, Donald R. Epley // Tourism economics : the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 20 (2014), No. 3, 473-492


TOURISM AND MARKET

*competitiveness *destination marketing *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems

Integrated destination competitiveness model: testing its validity and data accessibility / Larry Dwyer ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 1-17

*consumer behaviour and experience *North-East Asia

Including pets when undertaking tourism activities: incorporating pet attachment into the TPB model / Norman Peng, Annie Chen, Kuang-Peng Hung // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 69-84

*destination marketing *cultural (heritage) tourism
*historical-cultural-artistic resources

A study of the key strategic drivers of the use of the world heritage site designation as a destination brand / Jason Ryan, Sari Silvanto // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 327-343

*destination marketing *decisions, choice, intentions


*destination marketing *enology, wine tourism *Australia and Oceania

Predicting wine tourism intention: destination image and self-congruity / Marlene A. Pratt, Bererley Sparks // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 443-460

*seasonality *personal consumption, living standard *articles *Spain


*tourism and market *tourism and prices *hotel industry *articles


*tourist demand *elasticity of tourist demand *South and Central Asia


*tourist demand *terrorism *articles

Crisis typologies and tourism demand / Ahmad Puad Mat Som, Chai-Aun Ooi, Chee Wooi Hooy // Anatolia : an international journal of tourism and hospitality research. Vol. 25 (2014), No. 2, 302-304

*tourist expenditure *addictions, diseases and risks *decisions, choice, intentions


*tourist resorts *natural disasters *management of catering enterprise *hotel industry *South and Central Asia


*tourist resorts *tourism and regional development *history of travel and tourism *social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general *guidebooks *world


*tourist resorts *tourism and regional development *history of travel and tourism *Spain


*tourist resorts *web pages *satisfaction *consumer behaviour and experience *articles


TOURISM AND SOCIETY


TOURISM - health - sports - sports - cycling - tourism and ethnology - France


*tourism and anthropology *tourism and ethnology *gender in tourism *South-East Asia and the Pacific


*tourism and culture, arts *historical-cultural-artistic resources *specific resources *tourist demand *Italy


*tourism and pedagogics *tourism and social psychology *education, lifelong learning, e-learning


*tourism and social aspects *tourism statistics *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems *North America


TOURISM AND SPACE

*addictions, diseases and risks *host population *tourism and regional development *Greece


*climate *payment modalities *Spain


*natural disasters *tourism destination - diverse aspects
*tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems

Developing a destination disaster impact framework / Lori Pennington-Gray // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 105-110

*physical environment and pollution (impacts) *tourist demand *South-East Asia and the Pacific


*terrorism *consumer safety and security *Norway


*tourism - town planning - civil engineering - architecture "urban, congress and business tourism *tourism and regional development *consumer behaviour and experience *United Kingdom


*tourism and space *national parks and specific categories of protection *social environment (impacts) *South Africa


*zoos and aquaria, fauna *adventure tourism (diving, whale-watching, bird-watching) *South Africa

TOURISM POLICY AND ORGANIZATION

*investments *tourism and regional development *tourism and economy *tourism statistics - theory and methodological problems


*other incentives *hotel industry *tourism economics *North-East Asia

Asymmetric effects of monetary policy changes on hospitality stock performance / Ming-Hsiang Chen // Tourism economics : the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 20 (2014), No. 3, 545-566

*state and tourism *hotel industry *economic incentives in tourism *North America


*terrorism *urban, congress and business tourism *travel risks *North America


*tourism efficacy and word of mouth *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *ethics in tourism *hotel industry *United Kingdom


*technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness *air transportation

Technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness / Ying Wang, Beverley Sparks // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 19-33

*web pages *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *Spain


TOURISM MANAGEMENT

*Blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *consumer behaviour and experience

Online travel reviews as persuasive communication: the effects of content type, source, and certification logos on consumer behavior / Beverley A. Sparks, Helen E. Perkins, Ralf Buckley // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 39 (2013), 1-9

*surveys *tourism statistics - specific issues *North America


*technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness *air transportation

Technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness / Ying Wang, Beverley Sparks // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 19-33

*web pages *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *Spain


STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN TOURISM

*Blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *consumer behaviour and experience

Online travel reviews as persuasive communication: the effects of content type, source, and certification logos on consumer behavior / Beverley A. Sparks, Helen E. Perkins, Ralf Buckley // Tourism management : research - policies - practice. Vol. 39 (2013), 1-9

*surveys *tourism statistics - specific issues *North America


*technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness *air transportation

Technology-enabled services: importance and role of technology readiness / Ying Wang, Beverley Sparks // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 19 (2014), No. 1, 19-33

*web pages *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *Spain

TYPES OF TOURISM

*adventure tourism (diving, whale-watching, bird-watching) *tourist expenditure *South Africa

How deep are scuba divers’ pockets? / Melville Saayman, Andrea Saayman // Tourism economics : the business and finance of tourism and recreation. Vol. 20 (2014), No. 4, 813-829

*cultural (heritage) tourism *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *value for money *the Netherlands *Italy *Germany


*cultural (heritage) tourism *postcards, stamps, seals, photographs *consumer behaviour and experience *South-East Asia and the Pacific

Exploring the effects of heritage site image on souvenir shopping attitudes: the moderating role of perceived cultural difference / IpKin Anthony Wong, Mingming Cheng // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 476-492

*cultural (heritage) tourism *satisfaction *North-East Asia


*cultural (heritage) tourism *satisfaction *United Kingdom


*cultural (heritage) tourism *tourist resources *North America


*digital and ethnic tourism *Italy


*digital and ethnic tourism *tourist demand *Spain


*digital and ethnic tourism *tourist expenditure *tourism economics *Spain


*educational tourism *education, lifelong learning, e-learning


*festivals *host population *tourist demand *tourism and semiotics *Italy


*health tourism *hotel industry *value for money *tourism and prices *North-East Asia

Medical hotel in the growth of global medical tourism / Heesup Han, Sung Hyup Sean Hyun // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 366-380

*international, foreign tourism *social environment (impacts) *tourism and social psychology *South and Central Asia

*international, foreign tourism *tourism and national economy *articles *North-East Asia


*international, foreign tourism *tourism law and regulations *factors of tourist demand *European Union (EU)


*international, foreign tourism *tourist demand *decisions, choice, intentions *Norway


*mass tourism *psychology of tourism *North America

What does vacation do to our family? Contrasting the perspectives of parents and children / Xiaoxiao Fu, Xinran Lehto, Ounjoung Park // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 461-475

*mega-events *destination marketing *North-East Asia

The impact of a mega event on visitors’ attitude toward hosting destination: using trust transfer theory / Yong-Ki Lee ... [et al.] // Journal of travel & tourism marketing. Vol. 31 (2014), No. 3-4, 507-521

*naturism *national parks and specific categories of protection *tourism demand - other *ecology and protection of environment *Norway


*naturism *wildlife tourism *Arctic and Antarctic


*organized tourism *domestic and ethnic tourism *North-East Asia


*religious tourism *sociology of tourism *psychology of tourism *tourism and teology


*rural tourism *tourism and market *tourism demand - other *North-East Asia


*scientific tourism *tourist demand *Europe


*sustainable tourism *gender in tourism *South-East Asia and the Pacific


*sustainable tourism *tourism in developing countries *tourism and regional development *host population *East Africa and Indian Ocean islands
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